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In Table l of Volume 3, the Lnput for fraction of fiber concentration lost to Containment Spray System 
has a value of 0.0. The comment says "Use non-zero value when justified or defendable value is 
available." Wou ld the non-zero value be a result of testing? How would a justifiable value be 
determined? 

Response 

As requested by licensees, the Cold Leg Break (CLB) method described in Volume 3 was developed to be 
generic with sufficient flexibility to allow for plant specific inputs, should licensees choose to develop 
them. This parameter is one such instance of the fl exibility made avai lable to licensees. A non-zero entry 
for thi s parameter is left to the licensee to develop and justify, should they chose to do so. Therefore, 
Volume 3 of WCAP-17788 does not and will not provide guidance as to how a non-zero value would be 
determined or justified. 

Proposed Revision to WCAP-17788, Volume 3: 

The WCAP-17788, Volume 3 text in question will be revised to clarify the input va lues to this parameter 
as follows : 

Use a zero value (no fibrous debris depletion due to the Containment Spray System) unless plant-specific 
data or analyses support the use of a non-zero value. Note that technical justification must support the 
use of a non-zero value for this input parameter. 
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On page 3-9 of Volume 3, parameter c2 is defined as 0.0022026 grams per pound mass (g/lbm). It 
appears to be the inverse of the intended va lue. Us ing this value will have a significantly non
conservative effect. The correct va lue should be 454 g/lbm (or 0.0022026 lbm/g). Clarify whether the 
va lue will be revised. 

Response 

The conversion factor, c2 , for converting pound mass to grams that is given on page 3-9 of Volume 3 of 
WCAP-17788 is the inverse of the correct conversion factor, which is 454 grams/ lbm. Thi s 
typographical error wi ll be corrected in the - A version of WCAP-17788, Volume 3. 

Proposed Revision to WCAP-17788, Volume 3: 

The text of WCAP-17788, Volume 3 will be revised as fo llows: 

Where the parameter c2 is defined as: 

c2 Is a constant for converting lbm to grams; 453.6 g/lbm. 
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RAl-3.3 

The use of average core boil off values as discussed in Section 5.1 of Volume 3 may result in unrealistic 

va lues of fiber at the core in let. Most of the fiber will penetrate the strainer early in the loss-of-coolant 

accident (LOCA) response. Us ing an average value when the actual flow rate decreases during the event 
can result in unrealistic values of debris transported to the core. Provide justification that the use of an 
average value results in realistic or conservative values for debris entering the core. 

Response 

While an initial "puff' of fi brous debris may or may not initially pass through the sump stra iner, the 
fo llowing is noted: 

I. Testing of scaled sump strai ner. screens at scaled vo lumetr ic flow yie lding prototypic 
flow rates has demonstrated that fiber build-up on these screens is rapid with fibro us beds 
be ing formed within minutes of initiation of si mulated recirculation operation. 

2. For a Cold Leg Break, the break of interest in Volume 3 of WCAP-17788, the coo lant 
flow to the core is small , essentially matching boil-off in the core. For example; 

a. At the time of initiation of recirculation from the reactor conta inment building 

sump, about 97% of the coolant bei ng recirculated from the reactor contai nment 
sump is e ither spilled out the break or is ducted to the containment spray system 
(CSS); only about 3% of the recirculation flow is ducted to the core. 

b. As the transient progresses and core decay heat continues to exponentially 

decrease, the flow rate to the core also exponentia lly decreases as boil-off 
continues to decrease. 

3. Figure RAl-3.3-1 displays a boil-off curve for a typical Westinghouse 4-loop pressuri zed 
water reactor. 

a. The solid black line represents the calculated boil-off rate as a function of time after 

the accident. The tota l amount of debris- laden coolant provided to the core is 
calcu lated as the integra l under the curve between the time that recirculation is 
ini tiated and the time of hot-leg switch-over. 

b. The solid red line connects the boil-off rate at the start of recirculation to the sump 
to boil-off rate at the start of hot-leg switch-over esti mated to be at two hours after 
the event initiation. The total amount of debris laden coolant provided to the core 

using the Alternate Si mplified Method of WCAP-17788, Volume 3, Section 5.0 is 
calcu lated by the trapezoidal rule . 

c. Similarly, the blue dashed line connects the boil-off rate at the start of recirculation 

to the boil-off rate at the start of hot-leg switchover that is estimated to be at five 
hours after the event initiation. Again, the total amount of debris laden coolant 

provided to the core using the Alternate Simplified Method of WCAP- 17788, 

Volume 3, Section 5.0 is calculated by the trapezoidal rule 

The area under the exponentia l core boil-off (black) curve is less than the area under either 
the red solid line or the blue dashed line. This would be the case for all PWRs. 
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It is further noted that this example demonstrates that the greater the time span between start 

of recirculation from the sump to the start of hot-leg recirculation, the greater the 
conservatism in coolant mass evaluated using the Simplified Alternate Method (see the blue 
dashed line). 

Thus, the use of the average boil-off rates conservatively overestimates the total debris laden 

coolant provided to the core for the Simplified Alternate Method. Thus, the Simplified 

Alternate Method provides for a conservatively large amount of debris-laden coolant to the 

core compared to a computed exponentia l boil-off curve. 
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Figure RAI-3.3-1 - Boil-off Curve for a Westinghouse 4-loop 
PWR 

Given the sum of the discussion above, the use of the average core flow rate is taken to be a reasonable 

approximation employed in the Simplified Alternate Method of Section 5.0 to assess the deposition of 
fibrous debris at the core inlet for a CLB loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA). 
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Section 5.1 states that "the worst-case single failure that maximizes the flow rate to the core is the case 
that should be utilized." At the same time, the quantity is defined as "total flow rate of emergency core 
cooling through the strainer." This is not necessarily an accurate statement. Clarify that the STRN 
concept, defined as the total flow rate through the strainer, which is the sum of the emergency core 
cooling (ECC) flow and containment spray flow should be to minimize the flow through the strainer in 

relation to the flow that enters the core. 

Response 

The statement that, "the worst-case single failure that maximizes the flow rate to the core is the case that 
should be utilized" is correct as written. The effect of flow rate on the amount of fibrous debris that is 
passed by sump screens was experimentally studied by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and is 
reported in NUREG/CR-6885 (M L053000064). The parametric test data presented in Table 5-1 of 
NUREG/CR-6885 shows that the amount of fiber penetrating a sump screen with a given hole size 
increases with an increase in velocity of the fluid . As the amount of coolant going to the core is 
dependent upon decay heat, and not the flow rate of ECCS, maximizing the flow through the sump screen 
maximizes the concentration of fibrous debris, and therefore the mass of fibrous debris, to the core. 
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As described for the cold leg break (CLB) method in Section 3.5.4, Step 4 uses a dimensionless quantity, 

El , which is identified as the decay heat (DH) curve. 

In the simplified alternate CLB method described in Section 5, an average core boil-off flow is used to 

ca lculate the expected core fiber load. 

Confirm that the quantity, El, and the average core boil off flow will be calculated based on "the 
ANSI / ANS (American National Standards Institute/ American Nuclear Society) 1971 + 20% decay heat 
curve" in accordance with Item 8 in Section 3.6.2, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Response 

The dimensionless quantity, El, that is identified as the Decay Heat (DH) curve in WCAP- l 7788, 
Volume 3, Section 3.5.4, Step 4, represents a decay heat curve that has been normalized to full power. 
This was done to provide for the calculation method to be generically applicable to all plants by having 

the full-power thermal output of a given plant be an input parameter that is supplied by the licensee. 

Both calculation methods, Section 3 "Method Discussion," and Section 5 "Simplified Alternate Method," 

of WCAP-17788-NP Volume 3, employ the ANSI/ANS 1971 + 20% decay heat curve as a default. 

Both methods are sufficiently flexible as to allow licensees to employ an alternate decay heat curve. 

However, should a licensee choose to use a decay heat curve other than ANSI/ANS 1971 + 20%, the 

licensee is responsible for providing the justification for its use. 

Proposed Revision to Volume 3: 

The following text will be added to Section 3.6.1, "'Overv iew of Required Inputs" of Volume 3 of 

WCAP-17788 : 

10. Decay heat curve, starting at recirculation initiation*** 

*** The use of the normalized ANSI/ANS 1971+20% decay heat curve is recommended as the default 
decay heat curve for use in this calculation. Note that a different decay heat curve, such as the ANSI/ANS 
1979+ 2(J decay heat curve, may be used when accompanied with appropriate technical justification. 

Likewise, the following clarification will replace the last bulleted item of the first paragraph of 

Section 5.1: 

• The core boil-off expected at the time of transfer to sump recirculation and at the time of hot 
leg recirculation is calculated using the product of the value of the reactor full power, plus 
uncertainty, times the appropriate value of the normalized ANSI/ANS 1971 +20% decay heat 
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curve. Note that a different decay heat curve, such as the ANSI/ANS 1979+ 2a decay heat 
curve, may be used when accompanied w~th appropriate technical justification. 
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RAl-3.24 

As described for the base CLB method in Section 3.5.4, Step 4, a quanti ty representing the mass of 

coolant needed to remove the DH generated over one time step by boiling, MBoil-orr. i, is used to calculate 

the coolant mass de li vered to the core at each time step, M c ore, i· Section 3.5.4 explai ns that the method 
increases the boil-off coo lant mass by 20% to determi ne the coolant mass de livered to the core at each 

time step. Section 3.5.4 exp lai ns that the "20% factor is added" to the boil-off mass to "to account for 
uncertainties." 

For the simpl ified alternate CLB method described in Section 5, a multiplication constant of 1.2 is used to 
calculate the expected core fiber load. Section 5. l clarifies that it is "the average core boil-off from the 
initiation of cold leg recirculation to the transfer to hot leg (HL) recircu lation," which is "conservatively 

increased by 20%" in the derived fornrnla thus relating t he 1.2 multiplier to the boil-off rate in a manner 

similar to the base CLB method. 

a. Confirm that the multiplication factor of 1.2 used to ca lculate the amount of coolant "needed 
to match boil-off plus margin" for both the base and the simplified alternate CLB methods 

accounts for uncertainties other than the uncertainty related to the DH model , which is 

accounted for separately when calculating the applied DH generation rate . 
b. Identify the major factors that contribute to uncertainty and exp lain how uncertainties 

assoc iated with these factors were assessed and accounted fo r by application of the 

multiplication factor of 1.2. 

Response 

a. The method detailed in WCAP- l 7788, Volume 3, Section 3.5 does provide for the calculation 
of the amount of coolant needed to remove decay heat from the core at each time step. 

The multiplication factor of i .2 is a conservative adder app lied to the fibro us debris delivered 
to the core to ensure that the resultant accumulated fiber quantity is conservative, considering 
the step-wise hand calculation used to project fiber co llection in the core. 

• To that end, the multiplication factor does not increase the flow into the core; rather, 
the 1.2 multiplier serves to only increase the debris load entering the core by 20%. 

• Therefore, the 1.2 multiplier identified in Section 3.5.4, Step 4, is intended to account 
for unknowns and uncertainties associated with the delivery of fibro us debri s 
transported to the core independent of flow itse lf. 

• The 1.2 multiplier is not related to uncertainties in the decay heat model. 

To summarize, the 1.2 multiplier does not add additiona l flow to the core, only additional 
debris. Also, the 1.2 multip lier on debri s delivered to the core is applied throughout the 
30 day time period of interest, thereby providi ng for a conservative ly large amount of fibrous 
debris to be captured by the core above that needed to match boil-off. 
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b. The same explanation of the 1.2 multiplier g iven in Part (a.), above, app lies to the response to 
Part (b.). The unknowns and/or uncertainties associated with the 1.2 multiplier on debris 
added to the core for each time step are related to variations in the concentration of fibrous 
debris in the recirculating Emergency Core Coolant (ECC) flow. The selected value of 20% 
was based on engineering judgement gained from observing testing of replacement sump 
screens and fue l assembly debris capture testi ng. 

Proposed Revision to Volume 3: 

To clarify that the 1.2 multiplier is to account for additional debris provided to the core without 
increasing the flow to the core, the text of Item 5 of WCAP-17788, Volume 3, Section 3.3 , 
"Assumptions," wi ll be amended as follows : 

5. To allow for uncertainties in the debris concentration of the coolant entering the core, the 
fluid volume entering the fuel is assumed to be 1.2 times the boil-off flow rate requirement 
based on the decay heat at any given time in the transient starting at recirculation initiation. 
Although the l.2 multiplier on boil-off flow is consistent with the guidance ofNSAL-95-001 
(Reference 9), it is not related to the guidance of NSAL-95-001. and aeeounts for both 
the possibility of edended boiling in both the downeomer and lower plenum during 
injeetion and Cb reeireulation, as well as the potential for insuffieient ECCS flow to the 
RCS eold legs during CL reeireulation for plants whieh use either residual heat 
removal, low head safety injeetion, low pressure safety injeetion, or reeireulation pumps 
to supply both ECCS reeireulation and eontainment spray flow. As noted, the 20% 
increase in the amount of fiber laden fluid reaching the core accounts for uncertainties in the 
stepwise hand calculation. 

Also, the text of WCAP-1 7788, Vo lume 3, Section 3.5.4 will be amended as fo llows: 

A 20% factor is added to Maoil-off,t =Oto account for uncertainties in the amount of 
fibrous debris delivered to the core. Thus, the method increases the coolant mass, and 
therefo re the amount of fibrous debris, delivered to the core at each time step by 20% as 
follows: 

Mcore,i = 1.2 X M aoil-off,i 

This is the value of the coolant mass that is used to calculate the amount of fibrous debris 
deposited at the core entrance for each time step. Note that the 1.2 multiplier is only used 
to increase the debris provided to the core; it does not affect the mass of coolant used for 

decay heat removal. 

Text of Item 6 of WCAP- 17788, Vo lume 3, Section 5. 1 wi ll be amended as fol lows: 

6. The quantity of fiber expected to be transferred to the core is increased by 20% to provide 
additional margin to allow for uncertainties in the fibrous debris concentration provided to 
the core. 
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Section 3.3, "Assumptions of the Method," attempts to establish a basis to allow for uncertainties in 

calculating the amount of fibrous debris deposition at the core entrance. The uncertainty in the debris 
load is based on the uncertainty in the rate at which the coolant enters the core region. The proposed 

margin in the assessed debris load is introduced by assuming that the rate at which coolant enters the core 

can be calculated from the current core boil-off rate multiplied by a constant. 

Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 95-00 I (Reference 9) considered criteria for minimum ECC 

System (ECCS) flow during cold leg recirculation, which if met or exceeded, ensures compliance with 

Title I 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations (I 0 CFR) Section 50.46, "Acceptance criteria for emergency 
core cooling systems for ltght-water nuclear power reactors ." It was determined that it should be ensured 

that ECCS flow during cold leg recirculation is at least equivalent to 1.2 times the DH boil-off at the time 
cold leg recirculation is initiated. As such, Reference 9 does not justify the application ofa multiplier of 

l.2, or any other value (e.g, 1.5 as recommended in NSAL 92-010), when it comes to describing the rate 
at which coolant is delivered to the core following recirculation initiation and during the period for which 
the CLB methods in Volume 3 will be applied. 

Verify that the flow assumed to reach the core inlet accounts for phenomena and uncertainties such as 

those discussed in NSAL 95-00 I and 92-0 I 0. Provide a justification that the margin added to the 
calculation by using the multiplier of 1.2 is adequate to account for uncertainties in all plant designs 

covered by the TR. The methodology assumes that the flow into the core is solely based on fluid boil-off. 
However, there is likely to be liquid exiting the core. How is the additional flow from any liquid phase 

accounted for? 

Response 

As noted in the response to RAI #3.24, the method detailed in WCAP-17788, Volume 3, Section 
3.5 provides for the calculation of the amount of coolant needed to remove decay heat from the 
core at each time step. 

However, the multiplication factor of 1.2 is a conservative adder applied to the fibrous debris 
delivered to the core to ensure that the resultant accumulated fiber quantity is conservative, 
considering the step-wise hand calculation used to project fiber collection in the core, and not an 
adder to the flow provided to the core. 

• To that end, the multiplication factor does not increase the flow into the core; rather, the l .2 
multiplier serves to only increase the debris load entering the core by 20% . 

• Therefore, the 1.2 multiplier identified in Section 3.5.4, Step 4, is intended to account for 
unknowns and uncertainties associated with the delivery of fibrous debris transported to the 
core independent of flow itself. 

• The 1.2 multiplier is not related to uncertainties in the decay heat model. 

To summarize, the 1.2 multiplier does not add additional flow to the core, only additional debris. 
Also, the 1.2 multiplier on debris delivered to the core is applied throughout the 30 day time 
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period of interest, thereby providing for a conservatively large amount of fibrous debri s to be 
captured by the core above that needed to match boil-off. 

Therefore, the application of the discussion ofNSAL-95-00 I and NSAL-92-0 I 0 is not applicable 
to the 1.2 multiplier used in this method of evaluating debris fibrous debri s collection in the core. 

·i. 
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RAl-3.26 

Section 3.4, "Overview of the Method Logic," in describing the calculation logic for the CLB method, 

clarifies the need to "account for sensible heat and heat of vaporization" when detennining the core 

boil-off requirement based on DH and sump fluid temperature. In addition to the sump fluid temperature, 

the Reactor Coolant System pressure should be considered as a contributing factor as it defines the 

boil-off saturation temperature, which determines the degree ofsubcooling of the coolant. In addition, the 

system pressure has an effect on the latent heat of evaporation, which is also used to calculate the boil-off 
rate. 

In the list of required inputs to calculate the debris deposition at the core entrance provided in 
Section 3.6. 1, Parameter 11 is identified as "sump fluid temperature curve starting at recirculation 

initiation," and Parameter 12 is identified as "containment pressure curve starting at recirculation 
initiation." 

What factors and conditions were considered when detem1ining the inputs for Parameters 11 and 12? The 

response should support the concept that "a method has been developed to conservatively predict and 

assess the time-dependent delivery of fibrous debris to the RV and core for a CLB." Confirm that the 
response also applies when detennining the "average core boil-off flow" used in the simplified alternate 

method described in Section 5. 

Response 

The basis for using the "containment pressure curve starting at recirculation initiation" is as 
follows: 

I) The pressure in the reactor vessel is slightly higher than the containment pressure. 

2) Therefore, using the containment pressure to evaluate steaming provides for the 
following : 

a. A conservatively smaller total enthalpy change in the coolant to boil than ifthe 
reactor vessel pressure were used which, in tum, provides for: 

b. A conservatively larger boiling rate than would be predicted using the reactor vessel 
pressure. 

3) The larger boiling provides for a conservatively larger mass of debris-laden coolant to be 
provided to the core. 

To summarize, the use of the containment pressure curve provides for a conservatively large 
boiling of debris-laden coolant which, in tum, maximizes the debris delivered to the core. 

The basis for using the "sump fluid temperature curve starting at recirculation initiation" is as 
follows : 

I) The sump inventory temperature is taken from containment integrity calculations. 

2) These temperature histories tend to maximize sump temperatures. 
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3) The sump temperature history does not credit cooling of the fluid from heat exchangers 
as it passes from the sump to the core. 

To summarize, the use of maximum sump fluid temperatures and neglecting cooling of the 
pumped fluid to the core also maximizes the boiling of debris-laden coolant in the core which, in 
tum, maximizes the debris delivered to the core. 

No attempt was made to determine the magnitude of the conservatism associated with the use of 
the containment pressure and the sump fluid temperature. Rather, it was recognized that the use 
of these values provided additional conservatism to the overall method. 

Similarly, the Simplified Alternate Methbd uses the parameter, CBAvc . which is defined as, 
" Average core boil-off flow, determined by summing the core boil-off flow at transfer to cold-leg 
recirculation and the core boil-off flow at transfer to hot-leg recirculation, and dividing by 2." 
Considering that the decay heat is an exponential function , it is readily observed that the use of 
the average of the core boil-off at transfer to cold-leg recirculation and the core boil-off flow at 
transfer to hot-leg recircu lation provides for a conservatively large amount of debris-laden 
coolant to be transported to the core. 

For example, Figure RAl-3.26-1 contains a boil-off curve for a typical Westinghouse 4-loop 
pressurized water reactor. The solid black line represents the calculated boil-off rate as a function 
of time after the accident. The solid red line connects the boil-off rate at the start ofrecirculation 
from the sump to boil-off at the start of hot-leg switch-over estimated to be at 5 hours after the 
event initiation . The total amount of debris-laden coo lant provided to the core is calculated as the 
integral under the curve. Clearly, the area under the core boil-off curve is less than the area under 
the red curve. Furthermore, the greater the time span between start of recirculation from the 
sump to the start of hot-leg recirculation, the greater the conservatism in coolant mass evaluated 
using the Simplified Alternate Method (see the blue dashed line). Thus, the Simplified Alternate 
Method provides for a conservatively large amount of debris-laden coolant to the core compared 
to the computed boil-off curves. 
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Figure RAl-3.26-2 Boil-off Curve for a Westinghouse 4-loop PWR 

Agai n, no attempt was made to determine the magnitude of the conservatism associated with the 
use of the average of the boil-off rate at the start ofrecirculation and the boil-off rate at the start 
of hot-leg switch-over. Rather, it was recognized that the use of this va lue provided additional 
conservatism to the overall method. 
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RAl-3.32 

Section 3.5 "Equations," explains that the equations for calcu lating the amount of fiber delivered to the 

core inlet are solved explicitly as a difference from time step to time step and that they can be easi ly 

so lved by hand. In addition, Section 3.5.8, "Suggested Time Step Interval," st~~es in part that "for this 
evaluation, a time step of one minute is suggested.'~ 

Section 6.5 of Volume I, Subsection 6.5.2.1", "Time Step," also discusses time steps fo r the hot leg break 
(HLB) methodology. The HLB method states that an iterative solution with respect to time is necessary 

and recommends that time step sensitivity be performed. The method suggests that the time step should 
be small enough to ensure that the important processes behave linearly over each time step. A starting 
time step val ue of 100 seconds is recommended. 

a. Provide results fo r an examp le case analyzed with the CLB method to illustrate the effect of 

the time step size. Provide the results from two calculations performed with time step sizes 

of l second and l 0 seconds and compare the results from the calcu lation using the 
recommended time step size of 60 seconds. 

b. Provide results for an example case analyzed with the HLB method to illustrate the effect of 

the time step size. Provide the results from two calculations performed w ith time step sizes 
of l second and I 0 seconds and compare the resu lts from the calculation using the 

recomm ended time step size of I 00 seconds. 

c. Provide quantitative criteria for assuring that the results fro m a calculation performed with 

both the CLB and HLB methods produce "stable results" a long with justification as to how 
these criteria wi ll be assured. State how the proposed process assures that an appropriate 

time step size wi ll be applied to the proposed methods. 

Response 

a. The method described in Section 3 of Volume 3 of WCAP-17788 calculates the mass of 
fibro us debris co llected on the sump screen and in the reactor vessel for a large cold leg 
break scenario. The method uses an exp licit so lution techn ique for the ca lculation scheme, 
wh ich implies that the error in ca lculated solution from the previous time step is sufficiently 
small that it has negligible effect on the calculations performed for the next time step, and so 
on. An explicit calculation scheme works well when changes in the governi ng parameters of 
interest are small from time-step to time-step. 

The method description in Section 3 ofYolume 3 ofWCAP-1 7788 suggests the use ofa one 
minute (60 second) time step to calculate the change in accumulated fibrous debris on the 
sump screen and in the vessel, as well as a change in fibrous debris concentration remaining 
in the coolant inventory of the reactor containment building sump. This approach 
approximates the integral of the rate of fibro us debri s captured on the sump screen and in the 
vesse l, as well as the rate of depletion of the fibrous concentration in the sump fluid 
inventory. There are several factors that favor the use of a one minute time interval , one of 
which is that minutes are a common unit of time measure for many of the input parameters 
(e.g., time of sump recircu lation (minutes), initiation and termination of ECCS and the CSS 
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(minutes), Hot Leg switchover (hours or minutes), and ECCS and CSS flow (gallons per 
minute)) . 

Using a constant time step for explicit ca lculations may be likened to the application of 
trapezoidal rule for integrating the area under a curve. As is the case with the trapezo idal 
rule, the use of successively smaller time steps in the method of Section 3 of Volume 3 of 
WCAP-17788 may be expected to provide for an increasi ngly accurate approximation of the 
area under a curve (i. e., the integra l of the amount of fibrous debris capture on the sump 
screen and in the vessel , as we ll as the depletion of the concentration of fibrous debris in the 
sump inventory). 

It is noted that the initial debris concentration in the sump inventory is relatively small when 
compared to the mass of the coolant inventory. During the long-term cooling period 
assoc iated with recirculation of sump flui d by the ECCS and CSS of a plant, all plant 
parameters affecting the ECCS and CSS flows , and hence fibrous buildup at screens and 
depletion in the sump inventory, are either constant or slowly changing relative to the size of 
the suggested one minute (60 second) time step. 

1) ECCS and CSS flows are constant. 

2) At this time du ring the transient, the decay heat is decreas ing in a slow and gradual 
manner. 

Also, as the decay heat slowly decreases, the mass of coolant needed to match boil-off also 
decreases, thereby minimizing the delivery of debri s-l aden coolant to the core whi le 
increasing the mass of water returned to the sump inventory through the break and re-filtered 
by the sump screen, further decreasing the fibrous debris concentration supplied to the vesse l 
in the next time step. 

To demonstrate the acceptability ofa one minute or 60 second time step, sensitivity 
calculations were perfom1ed for three different time step sizes; the recommended 
one minute (60 second) time step, a 1h minute (30 second) time step, and a 1 second ti me 
step. For these sensitivity calculations, ca lculation inputs were repre.sentative of a large 
4-loop PWR. Specific inputs to the calculations were: 

1) The time of switch-over from injection from the R WST to rec irculation from the 
inventory of the sump was assumed to be at 25 minutes after initiation of the LOCA. 

2) The ECCS and CSS flow rates were taken to be 3800 gpm and 3000 gpm, 
respectively. 

3) The active vo lume of coolant in the reactor containment bu ilding sump was taken to 
be 47,343.93 ft3

• At the ECCS and CSS flow rated used in the calculations, the 
coolant inventory in the sump was turned over once every 52.08 minutes. 

4) The initial amount of fibrous debris in the reactor conta inment sump fluid is 
20.4 ft3

, or, assuming a density of2.4 lbs/ft3, 49.44 lbs. of fibrous debri s. As there 
are 193 fuel assemblies in a Westinghouse 4-loop PWR, thi s mass equates to a 
fibrous debri s loading of 11 6.2 grams/fu el assembly upstream of the sump screen. 

5) A capture effic iency of 55% was assumed for the sump screen. Thi s provided for a 
maximum of 52.3 grams of fibrous debris per fuel assembly to be ava ilable 
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immediately downstream of the sump screen (assuming a single-pass of the initial 
sump coolant vo lume through tfle vesse l). 

6) For the purposes of this sensitivity evaluation, the decay heat was held constant at 
its 25 minute value. This assumption maximized the flow to the core for the 
duration of interest fo r the calculation and therefore maximizes the amount of debris 
calculated to co llect in the vessel which, in tum emphasizes the difference in 
calculated debris deposition in the vessel as a function of the size of the time step 
used in the ca lculation. 

The calculations were run for 12 hours of problem time after initi ation of rec irculation from 
the reactor contai nment building sump. The results of the sensitivity ca lculations are shown 
in F igure RAl-3.32-1. Time t=O of the plot is to be taken as the start of recirculation ; 
25 minutes after initiation of the LOCA. A green line with green triangles as markers 
represents the results using a 60 second time step, a red line w ith red squares as markers 
represents the results of the 30 second time step, and a light blue line with so lid diamonds as 
markers represents the results of the I second time step (see the legend on the right-hand 
side of Figure RAl-3.32-1 ). The difference between the results of the three time step 
durations are suffici ently small that they overlay one another on the plot of 
Figure RAJ-3.32- 1 and are indiscernible. 

..... ... ..... 
..... ~a """" ~a =s c"' 

/ 
r-=s 

j~ 
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/ 
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Time After Initiation of Sump Recirculation (hours) 

Figure RAl-3.32-1 Reactor Vessel Fibrous Debris Collection as a Function of Time Step Selection 
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From the plot of Figure RAl-3 .32-1 , it is concluded that following initiation of recirculation 
from the reactor containment building sump (time = 0), there is negligible difference 
between the three sets of results using three different time steps. 

The hour-by-hour differences between the calculations performed using the three time steps 
are summarized in Table RAl-3.32-1. 

Time 
(hours) 
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Table RAl-3.32-1 Comparison of Reactor Vessel Fibrous Debris 
Collection as a Function of Time Step Size 

Fibrous Debris Collected 
Comparison 

(grams per fuel assembly) 

I Second 30 Second 60 Second 
Absolute 

Percent 
Time Step Time Step Time Step 

Difference 
Difference 

( 60 sec - l sec) 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

4.0869 4.0948 - 4.1029 0.0160 0.3920 

6.1528 6.1608 6.1690 0.0162 0.2628 

7. 1972 7.203 2 7.2094 0.0122 0.1701 

7.7251 7.7291 7.7333 0.0082 0.1065 

7.9920 7.9945 7.9972 0.0052 0.0649 

8.1269 8.1284 8.1300 0.003 1 0.0386 

8.1951 8.1960 8.1969 0.0018 0.0226 

8.2295 8.2300 8.2306 0.0011 0.0130 

8.2470 8.2472 8.2476 0.0006 0.0073 

8.2558 8.2559 8.2561 0.0003 0.0041 

8.2602 8.2603 8.2607 0.0005 0.0058 

8.2625 8.2625 8.2626 0.0001 0.0012 

From the tabular listing given in Table RAl-3.32-1 , the following observations are made: 

I) Using a smaller time step for the calculations results in a slightly smaller amount 
of fibrous debris collection in the reactor vessel. ' 

2) Over the range of time steps studied, the maximum difference in calculated debris 
collection is less than 0.4% at I hour after initiation of recirculation from the 
reactor containment building sump. 

3) At the time range of most interest, from 3 to 6 hours after initiation of recirculation 
from the reactor containment building sump, the difference in calculated fibrous 
debris collected is: 

a. Less than 0.2% at 3 hours, and, 
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b. Less than 0.04% at 6 hours. 

4) At 12 hours after initiation ofrecirculation fro m the reactor containment building 
sump, there is essentially no difference in the ca lculation of fibrous debris 
co llection for any of the thrt'.e time steps considered. 

This small variation is expected for the fo llowing reasons; the majority of the ECCS 
coolant, along with a ll of the CSS flow (approximately 93% of the total of the ECCS and 
CSS flow), is recirculated back to reactor containment bui lding sump inventory where it is 
again filtered by the sump stra iner before being made ava ilable to enter the core, and the 
governing parameters in the calculation are changing slow ly. 

Although this exerci se is performed to eva luate the impact of time step on the calcu lated 
debris collection in the vessel, the assumptions made for this comparison are conservative as 
they maximize the differences between calculated fibrous debri s co llection for the fo llowing 
reasons: 

I) The decay heat was held at a constant value equa l to the decay heat at the time of 
switchover from RWST (volume of borated water outside of the reactor contai nment 
building) injection to sump recirculation for the 12 hour duration of the calculations. 
As the decay heat rema ined high, the flow drawn into the core remained high, 
maxi mizing the deposition of fiber in the reactor vessel. 

2) The coolant inventory of the reactor containment sump wi ll cool down as the event 
progresses. The time step evaluation presented here conservatively neglects this 
cooldown, thereby also neglecting the increase in sensible heating of the coolant 
enteri ng the core that is required before steam is generated . T he assumption of 
mai ntaining the high temperature of the coolant in the sump at the time of 
switchover from injection from the RWST to recircu lation from the reactor 
containment building sump maximizes the steam ing rate, and consequently the mass 
of coolant delivered to the core during the time step assessment. 

3) Conservative methods are used to estimate the amount of fibrous debri s that is 
generated and transported to the sump during the initia l blowdown from a large cold 
leg break and the washdown of that debris into the sump fluid during the drain down 
of the RWST (no credit is taken for the deposition of fibrous debris on intervening 
structures in the flow of spill ed coolant as it flows to the sump screen). This 
provides for a conservatively large initial debris concentration of fibrous debris in 
the sump fluid . 

4) The evaluation of fibrous debri s accumulation in the vessel is based on the time to 
switchover from cold leg injection to hot leg recirculation which ranges fro m about 
2 to 3 hours to about 6 to 8 hours for most plantl' w ith a 2 or 3 plants possibly 
extendi ng to about 12 hours. However, the amount of fibrous debri s used to 
calcu late an initial fibro us debris concentration is the 30 day limit used to eva luate 
sump screen performance, which also accounts for eros ion for those plants that 
generate fiberglass debris. This is an additional conservatism in the CLB calculation 
method. 

Considering the above, the use of a one minute time step, or smaller, used in the ca lculation 
method of Section 3 of Volume 3 of WCAP- 17788 to estimate the de li very of fibrous debri s 
to the reactor vesse l for a cold leg break wi ll result in essentially the same result. Therefore, 
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a time step of one minute (60 second) or less is reasonable and appropriate for this 
calcu lation method. 

b. The response to this question is provided in the WCAP-17788, Volume I RA! response. 

c. The acceptability of a one minute (60 second) time step for the cold leg break calculation 
method has been established in the response to RA! 3.32 (a). In fact, a one minute (60 
second) time step provides s lightly conservative calculation of fuel assembly debris loading 
7ompared to a I second time step. 

The acceptabi lity of the time step for the HLB method is addressed in the WCAP-17788, 
Volume I RAI response. 

Proposed Revision to Volume 3: 

WCAP-17788, Volume 3, Section 3.5 .8 "Suggested Time Step Interval" will be revised as 
follows: 

For this evaluation, a time step of one minute is suggested for the following reasons: 

• The mass of fluid inventory in the recirculation sump is large compared to the 
mass of the ECCS and CSS over a one minute time step. The one minute time step 
provides for a relatively slow "clean up" of fibrous debris by both the 
recirculation sump screen and the core. The results of the calculations are 
therefore insensitive to variations in time step sizes around the one minute value. 

• The use of a one minute time step provides for small changes in the decay heat 
curve from time step to time step in the time period of start of recirculation from 
the sump and beyond. This provides for an accurate calcu lation of core boil-off 
mass needed for long-term core cooling. 

• The use of a one minute time step is convenient for the calculations as the ECCS 
and CSS flow rates are generally defined in units of gallons per minute. 

• The use of time steps smaller than one minute have been evaluated and 
determined to have a negligible impact on the calculated results . 

Thus, for the reasons noted above and from a practical consideration, a one minute 
time step for this calculation is suggested. This recommendation, however, does not 
preclude the use of a smaller time step. 
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Proposed revisions to WCAP- 17788-NP, Volume 3 are included in this section . After receipt of the 
Final Safety Evaluation, the NRC Approved version of the TR will incorporate the proposed rev isions. 
Revisions are identified with revision bars in the left margin . Deleted text is identified as blue fo nt with a 
single strikethrough and new text is identified as red font. 

Proposed rev isions to the TR are summarized as follows : 

• WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 3, pg. 4-2 : Updates to the ' Comment' column of Table I for the 
' Fraction of fiber concentration lost to CSS' parameter are made consistent with the response to 
RAl-3.1. 

• WCAP- 17788-NP, Volum e 3, pg. 3-9: Updates to the Section 3.5.5 are made consistent with the 
response to RAl-3.2 . 

• WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 3, pg. 3-1 2 and pg. 5-1 : Updates to the Section 3.6.1 (* **note added) 
and the last bullet of the li st in Section 5-1 , pg 5-1 are made consistent with the response to 
RAl-3.23. In addi tion 'Section 3.6. 1' was corrected to refer to ' Section 3.6.2' on page 3-12. 

• WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 3, pg. 3-3, pg. 3-9 and pg. 5-2: Updates to the Section 3.3 Section 
3.5.4 and Section 5.1 , item 6 are made consistent with the response to RAl-3 .24. 

• WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 3, pg. 3- 11 : Updates to the Section 3.5.8 are made consistent with the 
response to RAI-3.32. 
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE METHOD 

The fo ll owing assumptions are made for the method to calculate fibrous debri s deposition at the core 
entra nce for a CLB. 

l. The fiber is in its constituent form, i.e., individual fi bers. This is consistent with maximum transport 
ass umptions. 

2. The fibrous debris remains suspended in the recirculating flui d and does not settle out. Suspended 
fibers are easily transported throughout containment, and assuming no se ttling is conservative . 

3. TI1e fiber in the sump pool is unifonnly mixed at all times . Uniform mixing in the sump pool 
maintains a uniform fiber concentration as it transports Uu·oughout containment. 

4. 111 filx:r in tJ1c ECCS and CSS flow is uniformly mixed for each lime step. Unifo1m mixing in the 
ECCS and CSS maintains a uniform fiber concentration as it transports to downstream locations. 

5. To allow for uncertainti s in the debris concentration of the coolant entering the core, the fluid 
volume entering the fuel is assumed to be 1.2 times the boil-off flow rate requirement based on the 
decay heal al any given time in the transient starting at recirculation initiation. Although t::i:he l.2 
multiplier on boil-off flow is consistent with the guidance of NSAL-95-001 (Reference 9), it is not 
related to the guidance ofNSAL-95-001. aREi aeee11Rf8 :Hir l!elh the J!eeeil!iltiy efe!lteREieEI l!eiltftf; ift 
l!elh I-he Eiew11ee!l'lef e11Ei lewer J!IBR!tll'I Eillri11g i11jeelie11 Bf!Ei Cb Feeir0Hlelie11; es well es ti.e petefllial 
fer iollufti•i•Rt i;ccg fie\\" le lll• i;:cg •elEI l•gs lluFi11g CL R1•i"'ulalie11 fer pla11tll whi•h use eith•r 
FeeiEIHal heat reme"al, lem heaEI Hfei,• iajeelie11, le~· pree&YRI safety iajeelieR1 er R1eireulalie11 
J!llfl!J!S ~e s11pply hell! EGGS reeireHlalieR aREi aeelaiF.meRI Sjlray flew. A 20% increase in the flow 
requi red to satisfy boil-olfn::quirements increases the amount of fiber laden fl uid reachi ng the cot\!. 

6. 111e core entrance is assumed to capture 100% of the fi bro us debris delivered in the boil -off mass . 

7. The mass of coolant in the recirculation sump remains constant in ti me. 

8. The concentration of fiber in the sump volume is reduced in each time step by the amount of fi ber 
captured by the recirculation sump screen and al the core entrance. All fiber not captured by either 
tl1 e recircul ation sump screen or the entrnnce to the core in a single ti me step is 'returned to the sump 
and accounted for in the sump fiber concentration for the next time step. 

9. In the absence of plant specific recirculation screen perfo1mance, a recircul ation screen bypass 
frac tion of 45% is sugges ted (Reference 8). If a licensee has either a constant bypass frac tion or 
time-dependent fiber bypass fraction fo r their recirculation sump screen(s) based on testing, the 
licensee may use that data in the calculati on scheme. The licensee assumes the responsibili ty for 

justifying the use of the fi ber bypass frac ti on with the NRC. 
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Boll - off Refers to th mass of coolant needed to remove all of the decay heat 
generated in one time step by heating the coolant from sump temperature to 
saturation temperature at containment pre~surc and then boiling the coolant. 

A 20% factor is added Lo M80u-off.t =Oto account for uncertainties m the amount of fibrous debris delivered 
to the core. Thus, the method increases the coolant mass, and therefore the amount of fibrous debris, 
delivered to the core at each time step by 20% as follows; 

Mcore,I = "1.2 X MBoit-off ,i 

This is the value of the coolant mass that is used to calculate the amount of fibrous debris deposited at the 
core entrance for each time step. 'ote that the l.2 multiplier is only used to increase the debris provided to 
the core; it does not affect the mass of coolant used for decay heat removal 

3.5.5 tep 5: wn the Ma of Fibrous Debris Deposited at the Core Entrance 

The mass of fiber deposited at the core entrance is calculated by multiplying the coolant mass delivered to 
the core by the fibrous debris concentration that was calculated in Step 3. 

Mcore Piber.i = C2 X tJ.Ci X Mcore.i 

Where the parameter ei is defined as: 

Cz 

And the subscript is defined as: 

Core Fiber 

I a constant for converting Ihm.. to grams; 453.6 g I lmQ.QQ22Q26 gllhu. 

Refers to tl1e fiber delivered to the core with the coolant mass needed to 
removed decay heat + 20% to address uncertainties. 

The running total mass of fibrous debris delivered to the core is calculated by summing the fibrous debris 
delivered for each time step. This is calculated as follows. 

Mrotal Cor e Fiber 

i=N 

L Mcore Fiber .i 

i=O 

Where Mrotal core Fiber is the running Iola! of fibrous debris delivered to lhe core from time step i = 1 
(switchover from ECCS injection from the R WST/BWST to recirculation from the recirculation sump) to 
time step i = N. 

The running loading of fibrous debris per fuel assembly (F/ A) is also readily calculaled by dividing 

Mrotal. core Fiber by the number of fuel assemblies in the core. 

M Fiber per F /A 
Mrotal Core Fiber 

No. of FI A in core 

.. 
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The calculations of Step 1 through and including Step 6 are tl1en repeated fo r N time steps, or until a decision 
is made to terminate the calculati on. 

3.5.8 Suggested Time Step lnt.e1-va] 

For this eval uation, a time step of one minute is suggested for the fo ll owing reasons: 

• The mass of fluid invenl01y in the recirculation sump is large compared to the mass of the ECCS and 
CSS over a one minute lime step. The one minute lime step provides for a relatively slow "clean up" 
of fibrous debris by both the recirculation sump sere n and the core. The results of the calculations 
are therefore insensitive to variations in time step sizes about the one minute value. 

• The use of a one minute time step provides for small changes in the decay heal curve from time step 
to time step in the time period of start of recirculation from the sump and beyond. This provides for 
an accurate calculation of core boil-off mass needed for long-term core cooling. 

• The use of a one minute time step is convenient for the calculations as Ute ECCS and CSS flow rates 
arc generally defined in Units of gallons per minute. 

• The use of time steps smaller than one minute have been evaluated and determmed to have a 
negligible impact on Ute calculated results. 

Thus, for the reasons noted above and from a practical consideration, a one minute time step for this 
calculation is suggested. llus recommendation, however, does not preclude the use of a smaller time 
step. 

3.5.9 Additional J>iscussion 

It is important to note that this is a plant-specific calculation based on plant-specific parameters. The method 
provides for the calculation of both the mass of fibrous deb1is past sump screen, and the mass of fibrous 
debris d livered to the core inlet following a postulated CLB. The method also allows for the calculation of 
the maximum allowable fiber that may past through (bypass) the sump screen for a CLB at a plant and still 
meet the at-fuel fiber limit determined in Volume I of this WCAP. 
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111i.s section identifi ed and discusses the inpul paramelers needed fo r lhe calculations of lllis melhod. 

3 .6.1 Overview of Required Inputs 

The inpuls required for the method for calcul ating debris deposition al the core entrance are as foll ows. 
111ese inputs should be readily avail able in current plant document ation and lhe values should be consistenl 

with the plant design basis. See Seclion 3.6.2+, "Design Basis Inputs," for additional discussion regarding 

use of design basi and conservative inputs. 

PARAMETER UNITS 

I . Earliest time of sump recirculation initiation after the LOCA - minutes 

2. Minimum sump volume at recirculation initiation 

3. Screen bypass fraction - dimensionless 

4. Core power (thennal) plus uncertainty - MWt 

5. Latest time ofHL switch over (or the equivalent) following a LOCA - hours 

6. ECCS Dow at recirculation; design basis value• - gpm 

a. ECCS initiation and tennination or flow reduction times following a LOCA - minutes 

7. CSS flow at recirculation; design basis value• - gpm 

a. CSS initiation and tennination or flow reduction time following a LOCA - minutes 

8. Total volume of fiber fines transported to the sump screen•• - ft' 

9. umbcrofFAs - dimensionless 

10. Decay heal curve, starting at recirculation initiation• •• - dimensionless 

11 . Sump fluid t mperature curve staning at recirculation initiation - •F 

12. Containm nt pressure cutve starting at recirculation initiation - psia 

• ECCS and CSS Dows should account for the linliting single failure in the ECC and CS system. 
Also, ~now reduction" refers 10 tluottling as well as other means of flow reduction for both 

ECCS and CSS flows . 

•• When converting the volume of fiber fines transported to the sump screen to a mass value, care 
should be taken to use the appropriate density. A density of2.4 ll>.t/ ll" may be used for low

density fiberglass and latent fibrous debris. An appropriate as-manufactured d nsity value 
should be used for high-density fiberglas s. 

• ••Tue use of the nonnalized ANSI/ANS 1971 +20°0 decay heal curve 1s recommended as the 
default decay heat curve for use m this calculation. Note that a different decay beat curve, such 
as the ANSI/ ANS 1979+ 2o decay heat curve, may be used when accompanied with appropnate 

technical justification. 
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Uoe a zero value (no fibrous debns depletion due to the Ccntauuncnt Spray 
Sy•t<m) ..,Jess plant-'PCClfic data or analyoes suppon the use of a non-zero value 
NOle that techn1calJustlflC8l1m must support 1hc use of 1 non.zero vatue fa- du'I 
mput parameter 1111 "8" i§IH'I Rhll hH1 :ttiM•iA=i• II &F lii1r.11ulehh RllNI 111 e!il1il1. 
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5 SIMPLIFIED ALTERNATE METHOD 

5.1 METHOD DISCUSSION 

As an altemati ve lo lhe CLB method desc1ibed Section 3, a simplified melhod is presented below. 111e 
input used in the simpli fied method is consistent with the input gathered for the CLB method described in 
Section 3 and is described as follows. 

• The total quantity of fiber expecled lo bypass the strainer. Titis can be either the quanti ty 
determined from testing, or if testing was not performed, lhe quantity determined using U1e Clean 
Plant Criteria described in Reference 8. 

• The earliest time a plant could transfer from injection to sump recirculalion. 

• The earliest time a plant could transfer from CL recirculation to HL recirculati on. 

• The expected flow rates for both the ECCS and CSS. The fl ow rales for these sys tems 
determined by the plant's hydraulic analysis should be used. 111e worst-case single failure that 
maximizes the flow rate to the core is the case that should be utilized. Typically this would be Uie 
case where a single containment spray pump is not operating but could be tile case where an 
entire train of core cooling and spray flow is not available. 

• TI1e core boil-off expected at the time of. transfer to sump recirculation and at the tinle of hot leg 
recirculation is calculated using the product of the value of the · reactor full power, plus 
unccrtamty, times the appropnate value of the normalized ANSI/ANS 1971+20% decay heat 
cwve. Note that a different decay heat cwve, such as the ANSI/ANS 1979+20 decay heat cwve, 
may be used when accomparued with appropnate techrucaljustificahon. 

• Thi! eere bail eif eKpi!Gted et the lime ef lf'all8fer te aump reeireulatie11 811d el lfle lime ef hel leg 
reeireulalien • 
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The acceplabili ty of I hi s approach is based on lhe following conlribul ors : 

1. The delermination of the quanti ty of fiber thal bypasses the slrainer does nol consider lhe 

aggl omerati on elfecls !hat would be prototypical in lhe plan! environment. In other words, lesting 
was performed lo maximi ze the quantity of individual fibers Iha! would reach lhe strainer, 
maximizing lhe quanli ty thal would pass lhrough or bypass !he strainer. 

2. The 30-day quantity of fiber thal bypasses lhe strainer is used as lhe lolal quanlity of fiber Iha! is 
availabl e fo r lransport. Mosl planls will lransfer 10 HL recirculalion in lhe 4 lo 12 hour time 
frame, which resulls in a significanl reducli on of fiber tlrnl would be expecled lo bypass lhe 
strainer and availabl e for transporl 10 !he core. 

3. Thal fraclion of fiber thal passes lhrough lhe strainer and enters the conlainmenl spray system 
would resull in a significanl quantity of lhe fibe r being di spersed lhroughoul containmenl, 
allowing for signifi cant holdup or capture by plan! features . Some of lhe fiber would rel um lo lhe 
slrainer, where a majority would be expecled lo be caplured by the slrainer. 

4. IOO% of all fiber I hat enlers the ECCS is assumed lo be available for transport . 

5. se of !he core boil-off values from !he earlies I time of lransfer to CL recirculation and transfer lo 
HL recirculalion maximizes lhe core boil-off flow rale and lhus the quanlily of fiber delivered lo 
lhe core . 

6. ll1e quantily of fiber expecled lo be lransfe1Ted lo lhe core is increased by 20% lo provide 

additional margin to allO\ for wic rtainl i s in the lftelhedeleg, fibrous debns conccntrabon 
provtded to the core . 




